Chart 1 Pseudocourses

**TRCORE-010-P1**  Composition, Part I (ENGL 1310 level)
**TRCORE-010-P2**  Composition, Part II (ENGL 1320 level)
**TRCORE-010-COMM**  Communication
**TRCORE-020**  Mathematics (College Algebra level or above)
**TRCORE-030-NTRL**  Lab Science, Natural Science content (Anthropology, Biology, Geography, and Geology)
**TRCORE-030-PHYS**  Lab Science, Physical Science content (Astronomy, Chemistry, and Physics)
**TRCORE-050**  Visual & Performing Arts
**TRCORE-050-1200**  Visual & Performing Arts, ART 1200 (Majors course)
**TRCORE-040**  Humanities
**TRCORE-040-LIT**  Humanities, Sophomore Literature content
**TRCORE-060-P1**  US History, Lower-Level Survey Part 1
**TRCORE-060-P2**  US History, Lower-Level Survey Part 2
**TRCORE-060-TX**  US History, Texas History content (TCCNS: HIST 2301)
**TRCORE-060-OTH**  US History, Non-Survey/Non-Texas History Course
**TRCORE-060-ADV**  US History, Advanced U.S. History Course (3xxx/4xxx)
**TRCORE-070-TX**  Political Science, Texas course (PSCI 1040)
**TRCORE-070-US**  Political Science, US course (PSCI 1050)
**TRCORE-070-P1**  Political Science, satisfies UNT’s PSCI 1040 per GOVT crosswalk/guidelines
**TRCORE-070-P2**  Political Science, satisfies UNT’s PSCI 1050 per GOVT crosswalk/guidelines
**TRCORE-070-INTR**  Political Science, ‘Interchangeable’ course (PSCI 1040 or 1050)
**TRCORE-070-ADV**  Political Science, Advanced U.S. History course (3xxx/4xxx)
**TRCORE-080**  Social & Behavioral Science
**TRCORE-080-1110**  Social & Behavioral Science, Macroeconomics (ECON 1110) content

Chart 2 Pseudocourses

**TRCORE-090**  Course from unique Institutionally Designated Option (no UNT category match)
**TRCORE-090WEL**  Institutionally Designated Option course, matching UNT Wellness
**TRCORE-090CDG**  Institutionally Designated Option course, matching UNT Cross Cultural
**TRCORE-011**  Communications (unique course, aligns with UNT Communications)
**TRCORE-021**  Mathematics (unique course, above College Algebra level)
**TRCORE-031**  Lab Science (unique list, third course)
**TRCORE-041**  Humanities (unique course)
**TRCORE-051**  Visual & Performing Arts (unique course)
**TRCORE-081**  Social & Behavioral Science (unique course)

Combination/Unique Pseudocourses

**TRCORE010P2-011**  Composition II/Communications, same course for Chart 1 and 2
**TRCORE-020-021**  Mathematics, same course for Chart 1 and 2
**TRCORE-040-041**  Humanities, same course for Chart 1 and 2
**TRCORE-050-051**  Visual & Performing Arts, same course for Chart 1 and 2
**TRCORE-080-081**  Social & Behavioral Science, same course for Chart 1 and 2
**TRCORE-040-060**  Same course in both Chart 1 Humanities and US History (non-survey)
**TRCORE-040-080**  Same course in both Chart 1 Humanities and Social & Behv. Sci.
**TRCORE-050-080**  Same course in both Chart 1 Visual & Perf. Arts and Social & Behv. Sci.
**TRCORE060P1-080**  Same course in both Chart 1 US History (Part 1) and Social & Behv. Sci.
**TRCORE060P2-080**  Same course in both Chart 1 US History (Part 2) and Social & Behv. Sci.
**TRCORE060TX-080**  Same course in both Chart 1 US History (Texas) and Social & Behv. Sci.
**TRCORE-040-090**  Same course in Chart 1 Humanities and different Inst. Option
**TRCORE-050-090**  Same course in Chart 1 Visual & Perf. Arts and different Inst. Option
**TRCORE-080-090**  Same course in Chart 1 Soc. & Behv. Sci. and different Inst. Option

*Discontinued
** For 2014 and later catalogs
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